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Abstract

Our two stage methodology for the study of cue
usage coordinates an exhaustive corpus analysis
with a system for text generation� Coding of the
corpus uses Relational Discourse Analysis� a syn�
thesis of two previous accounts of discourse struc�
ture� In the �rst stage of our study� hypotheses
about cue usage are evaluated and re�ned using
the corpus analysis� Several initial results con�
cerning how cues mark segment structure are pre�
sented here� In the second stage of our study� the
results of the corpus analysis are used to deter�
mine a set of heuristics to be implemented in a
system for text generation� The automatic gener�
ation of texts is then used to exercise and further
evaluate the heuristics for cue placement�

Discourse cues play a crucial role in many discourse
processing tasks� including plan recognition �Litman
� Allen ����� anaphora resolution �Grosz � Sidner
����� and generation of coherent multisentential texts
�Elhadad � McKeown ����� Rosner � Stede �����
Scott � de Souza ����� Zukerman �����
 Cues are
words or phrases such as because� first� although

and also that mark structural and semantic relation�
ships between discourse entities
 Research in reading
comprehension presents a mixed picture �Goldman �
Murray ����� Lorch ���� suggesting that felicitous use
of cues improves comprehension and recall� but that in�
discriminate use of cues may have detrimental e�ects
on recall �Millis� Graesser� � Haberlandt ����� and
that the bene�t of cues may depend on the subjects�
reading skill and level of domain knowledge
 However�
interpreting the research is problematic because the
manipulation of cues both within and across studies
has been very unsystematic �Lorch ����

In this paper� we describe a methodology for identi�

fying the factors that in�uence e�ective cue selection
and placement
 Our methodology coordinates linguis�
tic analysis of �good texts� with a system for auto�
matic generation of texts conforming to the rules iden�
ti�ed by the corpus analysis
 Our linguistic analysis�
which we call Relational Discourse Analysis �RDA��
is a synthesis of two accounts of discourse structure
�Grosz � Sidner ���� Mann � Thompson ��� pre�

viously thought incompatible
 We demonstrate the use
of the analysis by presenting some hypotheses concern�
ing how cues mark segment structure and the initial re�
sults for hypotheses from our corpus study
 The gener�
ation system we are implementingwill provide a means
for evaluation and further re�nement of our strategies
for cue selection and placement
 Our ultimate goal is
to provide a text generation component that can be
used in a variety of application systems
 In addition�
the text generator will provide a tool for the system�
atic construction of materials for reading comprehen�
sion experiments

The study is part of a project to improve the ex�

planation component of a computer system that trains
avionics technicians to troubleshoot complex electronic
circuitry
 The tutoring system gives the student a trou�
bleshooting problem to solve� allows the student to
solve the problem with minimal tutor interaction� and
then provides a critique of the student�s solution in a
post�problem session
 During this session� the system
replays the solution step by step pointing out good as�
pects of the student�s solution as well as ways in which
the student�s solution could be improved
 To deter�
mine how to build an automated explanation compo�
nent� we collected protocols of a human expert tutor
providing explanations during the critiquing session

Because the explanation component we are building in�
teracts with users via text and menus� the student and
human tutor were required to communicate in written
form
 In addition� in order to study e�ective expla�
nation� we chose experts who were rated as excellent
tutors by their peers� students� and superiors


Methodology� Integration of corpus
analysis and automatic text generation

Because the recognition of discourse coherence and
structure is complex and dependent on many types
of non�linguistic knowledge� determining the way in
which cues and other linguistic markers aid that recog�
nition is a di�cult problem
 Our approach to the study
of cues proceeds in two complementary stages
 The
�rst stage is the corpus study reported on here
 The
design of our corpus study is coordinated with a sys�



tem for automatic text generation
 In the second stage�
we generate texts that re�ect our conclusions from the
corpus study
 The evaluation of these texts suggests
further exploration of the corpus analysis� the results
of which can in turn can be incorporated into the text
generation system

The study of cues must begin with descriptive work

using intuition and observation to identify the factors
a�ecting cue usage
 Previous research �Hobbs ����
Grosz � Sidner ���� Schi�rin ���� Mann � Thomp�
son ��� Elhadad � McKeown ����� suggests that
these factors include structural features of the dis�
course� intentional and informational relations in that
structure� givenness of information in the discourse�
and syntactic form of discourse constituents
 In order
to devise an algorithm for cue selection and placement�
we must determine how cue usage is a�ected by combi�
nations of these factors
 The corpus study is intended
to enable us to gather this information� and is there�
fore conducted directly in terms of the factors thought
responsible for cue placement
 Because it is important
to detect the contrast between occurrence and nonoc�
currence of cues� the corpus study must be be exhaus�
tive� i
e
� it must include all of the factors thought to
contribute to cue usage and all of the text must be an�
alyzed
 From this study� we are deriving a system of
hypotheses about cues
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Figure �� Interleaving of corpus study and evaluation
of generated texts

For example� based on observations about a por�
tion of our data� we formulated the hypothesis �dis�
cussed further in Section �� that cues are more frequent
in �wide� segments� where the core� an expression of
the idea or action the hearer is intended to adopt� is
supported by more than one additional segment con�
stituent that contributes to this adoption
 One hy�
pothesis is that cues are placed with every contribu�
tor in these wide segments
 Note� however� that other
factors must determine the particular choice of cue be�

cause this hypothesis leaves that choice entirely un�
speci�ed
 To imagine a simple case� perhaps selecting
a cue that is not semantically anomalous �e
g
� sug�
gesting causality where it is impossible� is the only
additional constraint
 If the conclusion of our study
is that these two constraints provide the best account
of cue placement in our corpus� then our algorithm
will place semantically appropriate cues to accompany
contributors in wide segments

Because our corpus analysis is done directly in terms

of factors that are modeled by our text generation sys�
tem� the resulting algorithm can be exercised by au�
tomatic generation
 This feature allows the corpus
analysis and the text generation to interact produc�
tively� as suggested by Figure �
 We anticipate that�
initially� the texts generated may be obviously �awed

Inspection of these texts may suggest new hypotheses
or re�nements which can be tested by returning to our
tool of corpus analysis and subsequently incorporated
into the algorithm
 Through this interleaving of corpus
analysis and text generation� our algorithm becomes
more re�ned
 When the generated texts pass our in�
spection� they can then be evaluated more thoroughly
using panels of human judges and reading comprehen�
sion experiments


Relational Discourse Analysis

In this section we describe our approach to the analy�
sis of a single speaker�s discourse� which we call Rela�
tional Discourse Analysis �RDA�
 Applying RDA
to a tutor�s explanation is exhaustive� i
e
� every word
in the explanation belongs to exactly one element in
the analysis
 All elements of the analysis� from the
largest constituents of an explanation to the minimal
units� are determined by their function in the dis�
course
 A tutor may o�er an explanation in multiple
segments� the topmost constituents of the explana�
tion
 Multiple segments arise when a tutor�s explana�
tion has several steps� e
g
� he may enumerate several
reasons why the student�s action was ine�cient� or he
may point out the �aws in the student�s step and then
describe a better alternative
 Each segment originates
with an intention of the speaker� it is determined by
being a set of clauses that taken together serve a pur�
pose
 Segments are internally structured and consist of
a core� i
e
� that element that most directly expresses
the segment purpose� and any number of contribu�
tors� the remaining constituents in the segment each of
which plays a role in serving the purpose expressed by
the core
 For each contributor in a segment� we analyze
its relation to the core from an intentional perspective�
i
e
� how it is intended to support the core� and from
an informational perspective� i
e
� how its content re�
lates to that of the core
 Each segment constituent�
both core and contributors� may itself be a segment
with a core�contributor structure or may be a simpler
functional element
 There are three types of simpler
functional elements� ��� units� which are descriptions



of domain states and actions� ��� matrix elements�
which express a mental attitude� a prescription or an
evaluation by embedding another element� and ��� re�
lation clusters� which are otherwise like segments ex�
cept that they have no core�contributor structure

This approach synthesizes ideas which were previ�

ously thought incompatible from two theories of dis�
course structure� the theory proposed by Grosz and
Sidner ��� and Rhetorical Structure Theory �RST�
proposed by Mann and Thompson ��
 The idea that
the hierarchical segment structure of discourse origi�
nates with intentions of the speaker� and thus the de�n�
ing feature of a segment is that there be a recognizable
segment purpose� is due to Grosz and Sidner
 The
idea that discourse is hierarchically structured by pair�
wise relations in which one relatum is more central to
the speaker�s purpose is due to Mann and Thompson

Work by Moore and Pollack ���� modi�ed the RST
assumption that these pairwise relations are unique�
demonstrating that intentional and informational re�
lations occur simultaneously
 Moser and Moore ����
point out the correspondence between the relation of
dominance among intentions in Grosz and Sidner and
the nucleus�satellite distinction in RST
 Because our
analysis realizes this relation�distinction in a form dif�
ferent from both intention dominance and nuclearity�
we have chosen the new terms core and contributor

To illustrate the application of RDA� consider the

partial tutor explanation in ����
 The purpose of this
segment is to inform the student that she made the
strategy error of testing inside part� too soon
 The
constituent that makes the purpose obvious� in this
case ���B�� is the core of the segment
 The other con�
stituents help to serve the segment purpose by con�
tributing to it
 How each contributor relates to the
core is analyzed from two perspectives� intentional and
informational� as illustrated below
 Each constituent
may in turn be a segment with its own core�contributor
structure
 For example� ���C� is a subsegment whose
purpose is to give a reason for testing part� �rst�
namely that part� is more susceptible to damage and
therefore a more likely source of the circuit fault
 The
core of this subsegment is ���C
�� because it most di�
rectly expresses the purpose
 The contributor in ���
C
�� provides a reason for this susceptibility� i
e
� that
part� is moved frequently

Due to space limitations� we can provide only a brief

description of core�contributor relations� and omit al�
together the analysis of the example into the minimal
RDA units of state and action units� matrix expres�
sions and clusters
 �For more details� see �Moser �
Moore In preparation�
� A contributor is analyzed for
both its intentional and informational relations to its
core
 Intentional relations describe how a contributor
may a�ect the hearer�s adoption of the core
 For ex�

�In order to make the example more intelligible to the
reader� we replaced references to parts of the circuit with
the simple labels part�� part� and part��

ample� ���A� acknowledges a fact that might have led
the student to make the mistake
 Such a concession
contributes to the hearer�s adoption of the core in ���
B� by acknowledging something that might otherwise
interfere with this intended e�ect
 Another kind of
intentional relation is evidence� in which the contrib�
utors are intended to increase the hearer�s belief in the
core
 For example� ���C� through ���E� each stand in
the evidence relation to ���B�
 The set of intentional re�
lations in RDA is a modi�cation of the presentational
relations of RST
 In addition to the intentional rela�
tion� each core�contributor pair is also analyzed for its
informational relation
 These relations describe how
the situations referred to by the core and contributor
are related in the domain
 The informational relations
are similar to the subject matter relations de�ned for
RST

The RDA analysis of ��� is shown schematically in

Figure �
 As a convention� the core appears as the
mother of all the relations it participates in
 Each re�
lation is labeled with both its intentional and infor�
mational relation� with the order of relata in the label
indicating the linear order in discourse
 Each relation
node has up to two daughters� the cue� if any� and the
contributor� in the order they appear in the discourse


Reliability of Relational Discourse
Analysis

To assess inter�coder reliability of RDA analyses� we
compared two independent analyses of the same data

Because the results reported in this paper depend only
on the structural aspects of the analysis� our reliability
assessment is con�ned to these structural aspects
 The
categorization of core�contributor relations will not be
assessed here

The reliability coder coded one quarter of the cur�

rently analyzed corpus� consisting of ��� clauses� ��
segments� and �� relations
 Here we report the per�
centage of relations in this reliability subset for which
the reliability coder agreed with the main coder
 To do
this� we identi�ed �� possible points of agreement� or
judgment sites� in the main coder�s analyses
 A judge�
ment site was either a core�contributor structure or a
cluster� a relation without an intentional distinction

The percentages reported are based on this total of ��
possible agreements

In analyzing a relation� there are several possible

types of disagreements
 First� the two coders could an�
alyze a contributor as supporting di�erent cores
 This
occurred � times ���� agreement�
 Second� the coders
could disagree on the core of a segment
 This occurred
� times ��� agreement�
 Third� the coders could dis�
agree on whether a relatum should be further analyzed
into an embedded core�contributor structure
 This oc�
curred  times ���� agreement�
 Fourth� the coders
could disagree on which relation a cue was associated
with
 This occurred � times ���� agreement�
 Overall�
there were � disagreements� or �� agreement
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Figure �� The RDA analysis of ���

These rates of agreement are similar to those found
in studies of �nonembedded� segmentation agreement
�Grosz � Hirschberg ����� Passonneau � Litman �����
Hearst �����
 However� our assessment of RDA relia�
bility di�ers from this work in several key ways
 For
one thing� our subjects�coders are not naive about
their task and the data is not spoken
 Further� the
task is more complex than identifying locations of seg�
ment boundaries


Example hypotheses and initial results

For each tutor explanation in our corpus� a coder an�
alyzes the text as described above� and then enters
this analysis into a database
 The technique of rep�
resenting an analysis in a database and then using
database queries to test hypotheses is similar to work
using RST analyses to investigate the form of purpose
clauses �Vander Linden� Cumming� � Martin �����

Because our analysis is exhaustive� information about
both occurrence and nonoccurrence of cues can be re�
trieved from the database in order to test and modify
hypotheses about cue usage
 That is� both cue�based
and factor�based retrievals are possible
 In cue�based

retrievals� we use an occurrence of the cue under in�
vestigation as the criterion for retrieving the value of
its hypothesized descriptive factors
 Factor�based re�
trievals provide information about cues that is unique
to this study
 In factor�based retrieval� the occurrence
of a combination of descriptive factor values is the cri�
teria for retrieving the accompanying cues
 Here we
illustrate the use of the RDA paradigm with an ex�
ample hypothesis and the initial results of its query

These results are based on the portion of our corpus
that is analyzed and entered into the database� ap�
proximately �� clauses
 These clauses comprise ���
segments in which �� relations were analyzed
 Ac�
companying these relations were ��� cue occurrences�
resulting from �� distinct cues

The contrast between usage and nonusage of cues is

only possible with an exhaustive analysis of the data�
and has thus been overlooked by other studies of cues

Yet� given the frequency of cue nonoccurrence� heuris�
tics for cue usage must be able to select no cue as
well as a particular cue
 Grosz and Sidner ��� sug�
gest that cues� along with other linguistic features� may
function as markers of purely structural aspects of the
discourse� such as segment embeddedness
 However�



cues are used in only ��� of cases in our corpus where
one segment is embedded in another
 That is� inde�
pendent of any particular cue type� nearly as many
core�contributor relations are without any cue as those
that have some cue
 Most probably other structural
features described by Grosz and Sidner also have a sig�
ni�cant number of occurrences without any cue at all

To formulate a testable hypothesis about the choice
between usage and nonusage of a cue� we examined a
small number of explanations in the corpus
 Two fac�
tors appeared likely to a�ect the choice between cue
and no cue

First� we hypothesized that relations in wide seg�

ments� i
e
� those segments with more than one contrib�
utor� are more likely to be cued
 A narrow segment�
with only one contributor� is a simpler structure that
would seem to require less processing for both interpre�
tation and generation and thus have less need of a cue

As shown in Figure �� this hypothesis is not supported
by the data
 While there are more cues in wide seg�
ments� the di�erence is just as likely to be by chance
as to be signi�cant
 If we re�ne the hypothesis to con�
sider a certain type of cue� the results are signi�cant

Speci�cally� consider the choice between semantically
weak cues� de�ned as conjunctive �e
g
� and� also� and
enumerative �e
g
� �rst� cues� and no cue
 As shown
in Figure �� the segment width does a�ect this choice

Based on this result� we would include in our gener�
ation algorithm the heuristic to consider a weak cue
with relations in wide segments when no other cue is
selected
 Note� however� that such relations are more
likely to have no cue at all than to have a weak cue

That is� additional factors must be considered before
electing to actually use the weak cue
 One such fac�
tor to be explored in future work is the adjacency of
contributor to the core


Segment Cue used�
width� Yes No

� �� ��
�� � ��

Figure �� The width of segments does not a�ect choice
between cue and no cue ��� � ������ p � �����


Segment Cue used�
width� Weak cue No cue

� �� ��
�� �� ��

Figure �� The width of segments a�ects choice between
weak cue and no cue ��� � ���� p � �����


The second factor we hypothesized a�ected the
choice between cue and no cue is the order of core

and contributor in the segment
 Intuitively� the most
natural order is to tell the hearer what belief or action
is recommended and then give support for that belief
or action
 If the support comes �rst� then the hearer
may be confused about the point of what the speaker is
saying
 According to this reasoning� a cue is more nec�
essary when the core follows the contributor
 Figure �
shows that this hypothesis is strongly supported by the
RDA analyses
 Based on this result� we would include
in our generation algorithm the heuristic to use a cue
when the contributor precedes the core
 Again� other
factors must also be considered in the choice between
cue and no cue


Core Cue used�
�st� Yes No

Yes �� ��
No �� ��

Figure �� Relative order of core and contributor a�ects
the choice between cue and no cue ��� � ������� p �
������


Choosing whether or not to use a cue is only one
of many questions concerning cue generation
 When a
cue is used� there is also the question of its placement
in the relation
 To address this issue� we noted for each
cue occurrence whether it was placed with the �rst or
second relatum and whether it was placed with the
core or contributor
 A general result is that these two
factors describing cue placement are not independent

As shown in Figure �� the relative order of core and
contributor a�ects whether the cue is placed with the
core or contributor
 Based on this result� a heuristic
for generation would be� when the core precedes the
contributor� to always place the cue with the contrib�
utor


Core Cue placed with�
�st� Core Contributor

Yes � ��
No �� ��

Figure �� Relative order of core and contributor a�ects
the placement of cue ��� � ������ p � ������


Next� we categorized cues according to their literal
meaning� consistent with the taxonomy identi�ed by
�Knott � Dale �����
 Figure � shows� for each cue
class� the number of cue occurrences in the di�erent po�
sitions
 Using these two factors to describe cue place�
ment� all the cue classes except for causal cues typically
appear in a certain position
 Based on these results�
a possible heuristic to use in cue generation would be
to select a cue and place it in the usual position for
its cue class
 For enumerative and temporal cues� this



Cue placed with�
Cue �st relatum �st relatum �nd relatum �nd relatum Usually Examples
class Core Contributor Core Contributor placed with of class

conjunctive � � �� � �nal relatum and� also

enumerative � � � �� �nal contributor �rst� thirdly

causal � �� �� �� depends on cue because� so

temporal � �� � � initial contributor since� when

contrastive � � �� � �nal relatum but� although

other � � �� � �nal relatum in this case

TOTALS � �� �� ��

Figure �� The distribution of cue classes with respect to cue placement


would determine the relative order of core and con�
tributor
 For the other cue classes� this order would
be determined by some other consideration
 Or� an al�
ternative heuristic would be to determine the relative
order of core and contributor and then use this factor
to constrain the choice of a cue

In this section� we have explored various hypothe�

ses of cue usage relating to the general issue of how
cues mark segment structure
 Implicit in this discus�
sion are several kinds of heuristics about cue usage�
��� whether or not to use any cue� ��� which cue to use
and ��� where to place the cue
 In order to implement
a cue generation algorithm� we must decide how these
three aspects should interact with each other and with
other features of the text such as the order of core and
contributor and the size of a segment
 This decision
will be based on further exploration and re�nement of
hypotheses and on evaluation of texts generated using
competing sets of heuristics


Conclusions

In conclusion� the �rst stage of our two�stage approach
to the study of discourse cues is an exhaustive corpus
study applying our RDA approach
 RDA is a synthesis
of ideas from two theories of discourse structure �Grosz
� Sidner ����Mann � Thompson ���
 It provides a
system for analyzing discourse and for formulating hy�
potheses about cue selection and placement
 Hypothe�
ses are tested by querying a database containing the
results of the RDA application
 We presented several
hypotheses and initial results
 Whether or not to use
a cue was a�ected by the segment width �for a weak
cue� and the order of core and contributor
 All the
cue classes except for causal cues typically appear in a
certain position described by the dependent factors of
whether the cue is placed with the �rst or second rela�

tum and with the core or contributor
 For each result�
a possible heuristic for cue usage was suggested

As hypotheses are tested and re�ned� we accumulate

heuristics for cue usage
 In the second stage of our ap�
proach� these hypotheses determine an algorithm for
cue usage which we are implementing in an automatic
text generator
 By automatically generating texts we
are able to systematically construct large numbers of
texts that re�ect the predictions of our hypotheses

Evaluation of these texts forms the basis for further
exploration of the corpus and subsequent re�nement
of the algorithm
 In addition� our text generation sys�
tem can be used to create material for reading compre�
hension experiments in which cues are systematically
manipulated� and thus serves a useful tool for more
e�ective research in reading comprehension
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